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Between us Android and iOS can get these new featuresAmong us, a social deduction game that has become quite popular these days, has got some new features on pc and steam platform betaTIMESOFINDIA.COM | Updated: Oct 12, 2020, 10:07 am ISTAmong Us, a social deduction game that has become quite popular these days,
has got some new features on pc and steam platform beta, as per report Attack Of Fanboy. Although the game on PC platforms is expected to get new features in the future, they can also add the game to Android and iOS platforms. Although there have been no official patch notes yet, there have been several in-game changes, as per
report. Here are the additional features. Anonymous Voices, Taskbar Options, and Colorblind Support Is an anonymous voting feature that has been added. This means that no one would see who voted against them, which adds another layer of mystery to the game. The taskbar has three options: Always, Meetings, or Never. The default
setting is set to Always, but you can switch it with Meetings and Never, which means that the taskbar appears only during meetings or never, respectively. With Never Opportunity, the task of crew members becomes more difficult, and also, impostors will be able to sleep on assignments. To color blind players to do wiring tasks in the
game more efficiently, developer InnerSloth is going to add a few more updates. Among us tips and tricks: a game, features and beginners guideAmong Us streamed US politician to encourage people to voteDoze, health monitor that works hard while you sleepCardiMobile 6L, effective pocket ECG machine How to get rid of multiple app
pages using the new App Library for iOS 14Among Us tips and tricks: Gameplay, features and beginners guideSlash Quest is the latest game to come apple arcade Android | iOS Another Rome-themed strategy game, but this one is not only free, but also more light-hearted with its cartoonish visuals. The game can best be described as a
combination of tower defense and tower offense. You have to defend your capital from the invaders, but you can also conquer other cities to get more resources. Unfortunately, as with most other free mobile games, there are some premium currencies involved that can be purchased with real money, but even without them, you'll be able
to slowly grow your empire. Download: Android | iOS Another well-known name in the strategy genre. As usual, you start with a small town, thousands of years before Christ, and set about a journey through the ages until you have built a modern megapolis. The game might be too complicated for the casual gamer but fans of the franchise
will be happy to see that the mobile version is as close as possible to its desktop variant. If you find yourself with hours to kill, civilization VI will make them go in the breeze. If you're not sure if this game is your cup of tea, you can play 60 turns for free before deciding if you want to the whole game or not. Unfortunately, Civ 6 is for iOS just
now. Download: iOS War Commander is installed in a more modern environment where you are tasked with completing various missions with your elite specialist force. You can train units, buy and upgrade vehicles, and expand your base. The graphics are a bit retro, but the gameplay is entertaining nonetheless. Download: Android | iOS
Speaking of graphics, Age Ottoman won't wow you in its visuals at least they provide a lot of entertainment combined with voice running. The game is good when it counts in the battles. You won't see hundreds of units marching in, so instead, your few trusted warriors will have to use optimally to complete the mission at hand. Download:
Android | iOS Dawn titans are at the opposite end of the spectrum compared to the age of Ottoman. Graphics have an impressive smartphone name and not only do you control legions of units, but you also have a titan on your side equipped with unique skills and abilities. There are many aspects to this game, including developing your
city and keeping an eye on what other players near you are up to. Download: Android | iOS DomiNations is a pleasant-looking game that follows a familiar concept. You build your city, send troops to destroy and plunder other cities so you can train more troops, upgrade buildings and unlock all kinds of goodies. You have more control over
battles than usual with this type of game, so there are definitely some skills involved. This game is not only waiting for the timer so you can amas the necessary resources for the things you want to do. Download: Android | iOS MechCom 3 is a real-time strategy with simplified unit design and a game that reminds you of StarCraft. You
collect resources, build factories and units and try to outmaneuver your AI opponent who is doing the same thing somewhere else on the map. From micromanaging units to choosing technology trees, this game provides everything you can expect from RTS. The best part is that despite paying only dollars, this game has no ads or in-app
purchases. Download: Android | iOS Another StarCraft inspired RTS game with cool cartoon. The main campaign offers 21 missions that are becoming more and more difficult and difficult. The game will require you to come up with creative strategies if you want to complete all available content. Iron Marines will give you many hours of
entertainment in the game and developers keep making improvements to it. Download: Android | iOS BattlePlans will take you to a well-designed mythical world where you fight for island control by crossing between them the backs of huge turtles. You assemble your squads, choose a destination to conquer and set out to destroy enemy
defenses. Then comes the best part, getting loot and deciding how you want to use it. As you move on, the battles will become difficult and victory harder to achieve to make you better smart about how you develop your army! Download: Android | iOS Badland Brawl is stretching the definition of strategy games a bit, but it's fun to play so
we threw their choices as well. Your goal in using a combination of gadgets and units is to destroy the opponent's tower before he does the same to you. Upgrades and ammunition can be obtained by opening eggs (basically loot boxes). Although the game is a simple concept, you must be quick and accurate with your moves and have a
solid strategy prepared in advance if you want to make the devastation successful. Download: Android | iOS Sick pretty, colorful game worlds with upbeat music accompanying every move you move? Well, Plague Inc. is a sharp contrast from everything. Your goal is simple: Kill everyone on earth. How? Creating the ultimate deadly
disease. With all kinds of pathogens and mutations available at your disposal, bringing death to people around the world is much more entertaining than you would have imagined. Download: Android | iOS As it becomes clear from the name, Incursion Tower Defense is part of the increasingly popular tower defense genre. Without just
placing towers and waiting to see what will happen, however, you will also get into the command of your main character and his trusty puppy, alongside various other units that can move around the map and help pinch. The levels are diverse and well designed, so it would be quite difficult to get bored. Download: Android | iOS Auto Chess
exploded in popularity in 2019 and from its success spruged a whole new sub-fun strategy game. By creating combinations of heroes and formations and placing them in the classic 8 to 8 chess board, you spar against one of your 7 opponents in each round. That's when the car part comes in, as the units fight on their own until only one
team members remain. Of course, there is some luck involved, but each player's strategy is what will ultimately bring success or failure. Download: Android | iOS Like Dota was the first Warcraft 3 mod, so was Auto Chess created as mod 2 Dota originally. When the developers created standalone Auto Chess, Valve was quick to create
Dota Underlords. The games are similar, but Valve has brought some unique features to the Underlords and of course it uses familiar heroes and skills from Dota 2. Both Dota Underlords and Auto Chess are very popular right now, so opponents are easy to find and your games will start without much delay. Download: Android | iOS Tiny,
a browser-based minigames that does create an intense, multiplayer rush, .io games are a viral phenomenon popularized by Twitch strips and their presence in an episode of House of Cards. The .io extension means british Indian Ocean territory, but because Agar.io, one of the first super popular multiplayer .io games to use the
extension, it has since become a popular choice, giving the name of the genre. Light and accessible but capable of intense and sometimes even ruthless gameplay, the best .io games can even on a spotted connection and old hardware. With the sheer number of .io games out there, it can be hard to figure out which ones are worth a
shot, so we've collected a list of 10 of the best .io games out there. Agar.io (Image credit: agar.io) A great granddaddy of them all, Agar.io is to eat or eat a game of cell survival taking inspiration from microbial behavior over an agar medium petri dish, heded it into a name. Players start small, zipping around the map and eating food to get
the size. After all, you grow big enough to engulf other player cells as a result of a deadly cat and mouse game as you try to lure other cells into your grasp, but avoid the larger swarms of players that can engulf you. The simple but tense game made it a viral sensation as it was even featured in an episode of House of Cards.Slither.io
(Image credit: Slither.io) Slither.io takes inspiration from the classic game snake as players shuffle around the map consuming motes of food to grow in size and points. Maneuvering is the name of the game here because players are eliminated when their snake's head collides with the body of another snake, resulting in players suddenly
changing direction or coiling around to trap and remove the unsuspended. (Image credit: Diep.io) Diep.io is another classic game, this time with players controlling tanks, destroying obstacles and enemy tanks to collect points and level their cars. The reasonably involved upgrade system allows you to outfit your tank to your liking, allowing
you to build bullet-hell monstrosities, crafty attackers, or powerful snipers. The varied game types, from free-for-alls team fights and more give Diep.io some good replay value and reasonable depth, but are still quite available in the browser game. Gats.io (Image credit: Gats.io) Gats.io takes the military shooter from top to bottom as
players select weapons and armor and then carefully hunt each other down in a tight maze of barriers and fragments. Each weapon brings its own advantages and disadvantages, and players will balance the mobility and protection of tradeoffs armor or lack thereof. Fast gaming and enough Gats.io offers free to all, team deathmatch, and
control point domination modes, giving you some variety of the gameplay. Brutal.io (Image credit: Brutal.io) Brutal.io to its name as players each other with giant spinning balls of death. Starting with a small morningstar-like ball attached to your player, you sprint around the map to collect food, slowly growing the size of your deathball,
which you can sing to other players using a combination of spin, planning, and more than a little dumb luck. If the throw doesn't get them, then the return just might be like holding down the mouse button to summon the deathball back to the player's tail, flattening everything in its path. Gartic.io (Image credit: Gartic.io) Tired of the kill-or-be-
killed intensity of other .io games? there is a lot more to the back thing as players take turns in a charades-style game, with one player drawing the specified name and others having to guess what that word is. Gartic handles scoring and book keeping, and language game rooms allow you to play the language of your choice. Warbot.io
(Image credit: Warbot.io) Warbot.io is a bit atypical among other .io games because it offers 3D graphics, providing great eye candy, but also slowing down loading time, especially for those who don't have high-speed connections. Warbot is a top-down twin stick style shooter, with the mouse cursor controlling your target while WASD keys
control your movement. Players march through the battlefield, engaging in another mecha while dodging enemy fire, gathering powerups and crawling up the leaderboard. Zombs.io (Image credit: Zombs.io) Zombs.io brings the inevitable zombie survival spin to the genre as players slowly build their base, creating defenses and walls at
choke points, pooling resources during the day and fending off hordes at night. From there, it's a battle of endurance and survival as you upgrade your towers and personal gear to fend off ever tougher waves of undead. Wings.io (Image credit: Wings.io) Wings.io takes multiplayer mayhem to the sky as players engage in 2D grand melees,
their fighter planes rocketing all over the place, picking up powerups, weapons, and engaging in twisted dogfights as you try to line up the perfect shot keeping your tail clear of enemy fighters. Look elsewhere for a deep simulation as it is a whirlwind furball of planes zipping around and engaging in fast-firing ossity. Deeeep.io (Image
credit: Deeeep.io) Deeep.io are you evolving into a variety of fish and animal forms as you gather food and explore the deeps and shallows of the sea. Each animal form comes with its own abilities and is optimized for different biomes, giving players many different ways as they lazy around, hunting other deep-sea beasts, and exploring
what oceans have to offer. You can play Deeeep.io like other PVP-style .io games, or you can avoid conflict and just explore and try the abilities of each of the forms, giving you a fair amount of stuff to play with. With.
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